Giugno 2010
La vostra guida mensile alle notizie su contenuti, strumenti e servizi Ovid.

Ovid contenuti+ strumenti+ servizi update

Benvenuti al numero di Giugno 2010 della newsletter Ovid c+t+s Update, con informazioni sui nuovi contenuti relativi a riviste, libri e banche dati — oltre alle notizie sulle nostre piattaforme di ricerca, scoperta e gestione delle ricerche OvidSP e Nursing@Ovid. Consultate la Risorsa del mese, la Rivista del mese e il Libro del mese di questo mese. E non perdetevi il Technology Corner, con suggerimenti utili dal nostro team di Assistenza Clienti sull’utilizzo di OvidSP!

News su OvidSP & Nursing@Ovid
Abbiamo modificato la data di migrazione alla nuova versione di OvidSP dal 30 Giugno al 1 Agosto. Saranno disponibili anche nuovi tutorial online.

Nuove banche dati
La banca dati Inspec® relativa a ingegneria e tecnologia è stata ricaricata di recente. Venite a scoprire le novità!

Nuovi ebook
Cinquantasei nuovi testi bibliografici in psicologia e medicina clinica, con oltre 20 titoli da Willan Publishing, sono ora disponibili su Books@Ovid.

Novità su Ovid Webcast
La versione on-demand del webcast "Come ottenere il meglio dagli AutoAlert", trasmessa originariamente il 3 Giugno, è ora disponibile – ovid.com/ovidwebcasts per accedere alla sessione.

Technology Corner

“Trasforma in modo facile le tue Cronologie di ricerca OvidSP esistenti in Expert Search che puoi condividere con tutti i tuoi utenti, facendo risparmiare loro tempo prezioso. In caso di necessità contattare support@ovid.com.”

Pieter van der Houwen, Direttore dei servizi di Assistenza Tecnica

Promozioni Ovid in corso
• Pacchetto clinico Primal Pictures http://www.ovid.com/primalclinical
• Collane di testi LWW Doody 2010 http://www.ovid.com/doodys2010
• CABI/IFIS in testo completo http://www.ovid.com/cabiifis

Ovid nel mondo
Visitate Ovid in occasione di fiere, convegni ed eventi.
• Special Libraries Association Annual Conference 13-17 Giugno 2010 New Orleans, LA
• European Conference of Medical and Health Libraries 14-18 Giugno 2010 Lisbona, Portogallo

International Pharmaceutical Abstracts

Female Pelvic Medicine & Reconstructive Surgery

Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract, 5a Edizione
Questo testo di riferimento completo è basato sulle evidenze e fornisce informazioni diagnostiche e terapeutiche attuali e complete; comprende inoltre capitoli relativi all’HPV e ai nuovi vaccini contro l’HPV e informazioni sulle infezioni come causa dei danni cerebral neonatali. Star Rating® di Doody: 4 star, punteggio: 93; Titoli principali di Doody nelle Scienze mediche: 2.6: Malattie infettive Vedere a pagina 5 per un estratto dalla Doody’s Expert Review.
Novità su OvidSP & Nursing@Ovid

Data di migrazione di OvidSP spostata al 1 Agosto
Fate clic sul pulsante Prova adesso! nella parte alta dell’interfaccia OvidSP per controllare i miglioramenti. Preparatevi alla migrazione visitando il Resource Center di OvidSP, dove troverete screenshot, domande frequenti e altri strumenti di supporto.

Aggiornamento della formazione sulla piattaforma
Nella sezione Support & Training del Resource Center di Ovid sono ora disponibili altri due tutorial video di autoformazione, con i quali il numero totale di video disponibili arriva a 7:

- Presentazione degli strumenti di ricerca
- Sezione di un database

Novità su Ovid Webcast

La versione on-demand del webcast "Come ottenere il meglio dagli AutoAlert" è ora disponibile - è possibile accedere alla sessione da 60 minuti all’indirizzo http://www.ovid.com/ovidwebcasts.

Novità sui libri

SCIENZE SOCIALI E COMPORTAMENTALI: PSICOLOGIA


This book aims to demonstrate how forensic psychology contributes to police investigations, providing practical information about the type of reports provided by psychologists and behavioral advisers, and set within a broader theoretical context. It asks the question - What do practitioners actually do when they provide advice for the police and the courts and how do they do it?’


This is a comprehensive reference book on the subject of forensic mental health, looking at what forensic mental health is and its assessment, management and treatment. It focuses on key topics and the issues underpinning them in contemporary society.


A key aim of the book is to explore a wide range of historical and contemporary issues relating to prisons, imprisonment and prison management, and to chart likely future trends. Chapters in the book are written by leading scholars in the field, and reflect the range and depth of prison research and scholarship.


This book presents a series of mostly qualitative studies that investigate individual identity transformation from offender status to pro-social, non-offending roles.


This book examines international developments in investigative interviewing, analyzing the cases and other factors leading to the paradigm shift in a number of countries.


The objective of this book is to review the position of investigative interviewing in a variety of different countries, with different types of criminal justice systems, and consists of chapters written by leading authorities in the field, both academics and practitioners.


Sex offenders, and in particular pedophiles, have been the subject of much political and media attention, producing intensive debates about the best way of dealing with them. This book explores these issues, evaluating the measures in use or being
considered, including drug treatment, MAPPA, the use of the Sex Offender Register, restorative justice techniques, and treatment programs. It is concerned with high-risk sex offenders both when they are sentenced to a community order, and also when they are released back into the community after a custodial sentence.


The book is based on in-depth interviews with 32 convicted male sex offenders attending three different sex offender treatment programs (the prison based Sex Offender Treatment Programme, Behaviour Assessment Programme and the community-led Sex Offender Groupwork Programme).


This book provides a systematic account of parental behavior and the means of identifying and addressing inadequate parenting. It is intended for professionals who work with children or adults who were harmed as children, and its central concern is with parents who endanger their children or whose children may endanger themselves or others.

**Reducing Reoffending: Social**


Provides a critical overview of social work and community justice in Scotland, taking full account of recent developments.


What causes young people to offend? What influence do schools have on young peoples’ offending behavior in relation to other possible causal factors? These critical criminological and educational questions are addressed in *Schools and the Problem of Crime.*


This book explores current criminal justice responses to the management of individuals who are convicted of sexual offences.


The threat of violence concerns most people most profoundly. It has long been a topic of intensive academic, practical and political debate and in recent years the workplace has emerged as a recognized site of violence, threat and menace. This book makes a significant contribution to the growing literature on workplace violence.


The book is concerned particularly to assess the operation of sex offender treatment programs in the UK context, considering also the issues associated with implementing programs developed in other contexts, especially the USA and Canada.


This book aims to integrate psychological and criminological perspectives in order to better understand the nature of criminal behavior. In particular it aims to explore the range of psychological approaches that seek to understand the significance of the emotions that surround criminal behavior, allowing for an exploration of individual differences and social and cultural issues which help to bridge the gaps between disciplinary approaches.

This is an accessible text which clarifies the crucial theoretical and methodological debates surrounding the study of criminal careers.


This concise new reference uses tables, algorithms, protocols, guidelines, and staging and scoring systems to present succinct guidance on best-practice patient care.


Written and edited by some of the world’s leading experts in evidence-based dermatology, Evidence-based Dermatology takes a highly evidence-based approach to the treatment of all major and many of the less common skin conditions.


Traditional textbooks in this field have emphasized the basic sciences of pathology, biochemistry and physiology. Evidence-based Gastroenterology and Hepatology covers all the major diseases of the gastrointestinal tract and liver, utilizing clinical epidemiology to present the strongest and most current evidence for interventions.


The fully updated second edition of this case-led text provides an excellent introduction to evidence-based clinical practice for the major areas of infectious disease management. The new edition takes on a brand new design and focus, making the book more accessible to junior doctors in infectious diseases and microbiology and general internists.


This is the first text to systematically review the evidence for obstetric anesthesia and analgesia.

MEDICINA CLINICA: MEDICINA BASATA SULLE EVIDENZE, ONCOLOGIA Evidence-based Oncology; Williams, Christopher B.; Bramwell, Vivien; Bonfill, Xavier; Cuzick, Jack; Grant, Robin; Guthrie, David; Mason, Malcolm; Simmonds, Peter; Singh, Arun D.; Weston, Rosalynne; Williams, Hywel C.; Wiley-Blackwell, 1st edition (2003); 613 pages; ISBN-13: 978-0727914392

Written by oncologists for oncologists, using examples throughout to illustrate key points this is a book about using the best evidence to inform treatment decisions for people with cancer.


A ground-breaking new text on pediatrics and child care management, using an evidence-based approach.


This second edition of the popular book Evidence-based Sports Medicine builds on the features that made the first edition such a valuable text and provides a completely up-to-date tool for sports medicine physicians, family practitioners and orthopedic surgeons.
A unique book that brings together peer-reviewed guidelines for the treatment and management of neurological disease.

This handbook is a practical and comprehensive introduction to the field of palliative medicine, providing clear insight into many of the complex issues that arise in the delivery of palliative care and will be an invaluable resource to all disciplines involved in palliative care in hospital, hospice and community settings.

This handbook is about the increasing significance of DNA profiling for crime investigation in modern society and focuses on developments in the UK as the world-leader in the development and application of forensic DNA technology and in the construction of DNA databases as an essential element in the successful use of DNA for forensic purposes.

There have been many changes in the arena of ophthalmic care since the last edition of this book was published. This fourth edition has been fully updated and revised to reflect these recent advances in care, and incorporates new information on patient care, contexts of care, and expanded roles.

The theory behind the PDU model is outlined and the key principles underpinning it are identified.

This book is about the increasing significance of DNA profiling for crime investigation in modern society and focuses on developments in the UK as the world-leader in the development and application of forensic DNA technology and in the construction of DNA databases as an essential element in the successful use of DNA for forensic purposes.

INFERMIERISTICA: TERAPIA INTENSIVA

There have been many changes in the arena of ophthalmic care since the last edition of this book was published. This fourth edition has been fully updated and revised to reflect these recent advances in care, and incorporates new information on patient care, contexts of care, and expanded roles.

There have been major advances in practice nursing in recent years, and a rapid expansion in the role of the practice nurse. The Practice Nurse Handbook is an essential guide to all aspects of clinical practice, health promotion, and practice management, for nurses in general practice.

Recent research suggests that the sexual concerns of patients still go unaddressed and that communication with patients about sexual issues is generally inadequate. The focus of this book is on helping practitioners recognize and respond appropriately to psychosexual anxiety and distress.

This book delves into issues related to the facilitation of specialist practice roles and development.

This book provides a complete, easy-to-use handbook for nurses who see patients with heart failure.

Provides an analytical and critical introduction to the current state of knowledge in psychiatric and mental health nursing in the UK.

Handbook of Research Methods in Developmental Science; Teti,
A collection of newly written articles that provide an overview of methods and approaches associated with the study of human development.

PSICOLOGIA-PSICOLOGIA APPLICATA

Employee Well-being Support: A Workplace Resource is a detailed guide to employee wellbeing.

Written in jargon free language, this book covers the assessment of people within the workplace.

A unique combination of contributions from an academic and a practitioner for each topic.

PSICOLOGIA - PSICOLOGIA CLINICA

This book provides a practical guide to, and critical review of, community and individual professional interventions that could ease the lives of children with developmental disorders and mental health problems.

The first interdisciplinary book taking a contextual approach to the developing health needs of women with intellectual disabilities.

Provides an up-to-date summary of the latest theory and practice in unipolar and bipolar mood disorders.

Claims of amnesia for violent and sexual crimes are extremely common as guilty suspects often allege memory loss to avoid punishment. The important issue in each case then becomes whether such memory loss is genuine or feigned. Offenders’ Memories of Violent Crimes takes a different approach to the subject by focusing not on eyewitness or bystander testimonies, but on the testimonies of the offenders, or, more specifically, offenders’ remembering and telling about their violent crimes.

This book presents the latest thinking and research in Personal Construct Psychology (PCP) covering a broad range of areas of interest to both researcher and practitioner.

Practitioners in Community Mental Health Teams (CMHTs) frequently find that traditional forms of support are ineffective when offered to patients with personality disorder. This book considers the various difficulties encountered, with reference to current thinking about the origins, maintenance and treatment of personality disorder.

Is Posttraumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) an illness that arises after horrific and life-threatening events? Or is it a label that medicalizes human suffering, and brings with it more problems than it solves.

The Psychoanalytic Movement explains how the language of psychoanalysis became the dominant way in which the middle classes of the industrialized West speak about their emotions.

In this innovative book, Hermione Roff introduces Reflective Interpersonal Therapy for Children and Parents (RICAP), a new intervention that looks at the processes underpinning disruptive and aggressive behavior problems.


Presents the latest international developments and practical treatment interventions that can be used with co-morbid individuals and their families.


A timely overview of new psychological interventions in this exciting and emerging field, presenting the most up-to-date progress in the identification of individuals who are at ultra high risk of developing a psychotic illness.


This edited collection showcases the latest thinking in LGBTQ psychology.

PSICOLOGIA - PSICOLOGIA SOCIALE

Published under the auspices of the European Association of Social Psychology, the European Review of Social Psychology is an annual series that reflects the dynamism of social psychology in Europe, the attention now paid to European ideas and research, and the exchange of ideas between Europe and the rest of the world.


This book brings together a team of authorities in the field of forensic psychology to demonstrate the scope of the discipline and the techniques employed in key areas of research, policy and practice.


This book is concerned to shed further light on the nature of public views on criminal justice.


Provides a comprehensive analysis of the issues relating to work with women offenders.

Nuove banche dati
Novità sul nuovo caricamento della banca dati Inspec: Aggiunta di nuovi campi e codici di classificazione
Tra i nuovi campi e codici aggiunti troviamo i codici IPC (International Patent Classification), che verranno applicati al 75% circa di tutti i record fin dal 1969. I nuovi campi comprendono: Cognome dell'autore, Email dell'autore e identificatore dell'organizzazione. Per ulteriori dettagli visitare la Guida sui campi della banca dati nella propria interfaccia di OvidSP.

and psychological knowledge can help us to understand criminal behavior and the ways that targeted interventions can be developed.
Infectious Diseases of the Female Genital Tract, 5a Edizione
Questo testo di riferimento completo è basato sulle evidenze e fornisce informazioni diagnostiche e terapeutiche attuali e complete; comprende inoltre capitoli relativi all’HPV, ai nuovi vaccini contro l’HPV e informazioni sulle infezioni come causa dei danni cerebrali neonatali.
Star Rating® di Doody: 4 star, punteggio: 93; Titoli principali di Doody nelle Scienze mediche: 2.6: Malattie infettive

Vedere più sotto l’estratto di una revisione di esperti dal Doody’s Review Service™ (www.doody.com/drs) scritta da Mallika Anand, MD, Washington University School of Medicine:

★★★★“This book satisfies a crucial need for up-to-date, practical knowledge of infections in obstetrics and gynecology. It is a must-read for all practitioners in obstetrics and gynecology, both as a foundation in basic principles of the infections as well as an overview of the current research.”